Company Profile
Arobil established in 2012. Arobil today is an organization has a vision for presence all around the world. It has a
strong team that is focused to ensure that Arobil is at the top of its game. The Development arm is a hotspot for
IT outsourcing today and is in one of the top 30 countries for offshore IT services.

Presence
Engaging local talents, Arobil is an offshore software development company serving a niche clientele base around
the globe. Arobil is located in Dhaka. AROBIL’s specialties are not only limited to managing software projects
requiring high level of technological attention and detail, but AROBIL believes in creating solutions to boost
operational performance of our clients utilizing latest technologies. Arobil is growing each day to meet partners’
requirements of timely deliveries by most talented developers within the territory. Presently, Arobil is capable to
deliver enterprise level application solutions utilizing cutting-edge technologies. We lead the team of most efficient
developers who can shape software solutions to engage people of our client pool to the ultimate operational
details. We deliver the cloud computing industry with cloud solutions (SaaS) to introduce the next generation
computing to the users.

People
An unbeatable team is our key gear that runs the whole operation at the Arobil Limited. An end to end team of
software architects, database experts, system analysts, designers and managers are highly recognized in the
industry. Our diversified team in terms of experience, background and technological attachment are committed to
achieve the best by establishing milestones up ahead. We strive to cater the people’s needs to foster their career
throughout the vertical and horizontal ladders of Arobil Limited.

Infrastructure
AROBIL employs sufficient professionals over 3,000 square feet of office space. Fully air-conditioned office has
backup power sources providing employees the best quality-working environment in the heart of the city. AROBIL
workstations are equipped with Apple, HP, Dell, etc. We adopt and utilize latest technologies to gain advantages
over others and a flexible workplace has accommodated the best talents regionally. We are biased towards the
SCRUM/Agile development process but we have unique flow of operations to serve our customers globally.

Quality
We are using state-of-the-art Quality Assurance methodologies and practices in all of our projects, aiming to
deliver defect-free software products. This commitment to quality is AROBIL’s core objective, as we believe this is
the only way to ensure customer satisfaction. Compliance with established requirements, standards and

procedures is evaluated through process monitoring, product evaluation, audits and testing. These activities enable
us to measure, assess and enhance the company’s functions to ensure efficient performance and high quality
project implementation.

Research
AROBIL’s experience can help deciding you make the appropriate changes to your organization to enable you to
get where you need to go. We immerse ourselves in your world to understand the issues you’re facing inside out.
We then work in cooperation with you to develop a vision and turn it into reality, drawing on our decades of
mutual experience to advise you of the best changes to make to your people, processes, information and
technology. And we don’t stop there. Our consultancies are closely integrated with our delivery services, enabling
us to make your vision a reality.

Mission
The mission at Arobil Limited is to serve our clients with cost-effective, yet high quality IT solutions. We aim to
provide our valued customers with solutions that are unique to their needs and can be integrated with their
businesses without any hassle.

Vision
Arobil Limited has the vision is to become a global leader in the development of IT-based software solutions.
Arobil Limited does not only want to serve clients in the global arena and is far-sighted about its success as a global
leader in the near future.

Why Arobil Limited?
Since its inception, Arobil Limited has perfected itself in providing unmatched solutions and services to businesses
in various sectors. Arobil Limited has a strong and dedicated team with technical skill required to provide IT
services in a reasonable time frame.

Commitment to quality
Arobil Limited is committed to quality. Arobil Limited aims to provide its clients with quality service that will
ensure that the clients have zero complaints about the products. Arobil Limited employs a professional Quality
Assurance Team makes sure that the products that the clients get are of the best quality.

Reliability
From the very inception, Arobil Limited has been providing reliable service for all its clients. And that is why the
customers at Arobil Limited keep coming back, because they know they can trust the services.

User-friendliness
Arobil Limited provides products that are uncomplicated and easy to use, so that customers can reap the full
benefits of the products without any trouble.

Competitive Cost
Arobil Limited ensures competitive cost for the products. Arobil Limited carefully monitors the market to make
sure the prices are competitive in the market .

The Value-added Solutions and Services
Arobil Limited specializes in producing a myriad of high quality IT and web-related solutions and services. Arobil
Limited has the technical skills to provide software solutions for businesses in several sectors.

Core Services:
SaaS
Whether it is a startup or an established enterprise, an idea of software to improve your efficiency, or you are
already developing software projects, Arobil Limited can offer its cloud software products at any stage of your
project.

Mobile Application
Looking for a bridging tool to connect your resources to your users on the go? We have teams capable enough to
develop pixel perfect applications for mobile devices on wide varieties of platforms, e.g. iOS, BlackBerry, Android
and Windows. We serve you with application concept, design, development, testing, i.e. all phases of software
development.

Custom Software
Your imaginations should not be just limited with isolated solutions rather we strive to establish your ideas on web
applications. We follow simple policy; we hire and nurture the best developers to serve you the best in the

industry. Thinking of expansion through web resources can bring us in to your cooperation for solutions that may
enhance your productivity.

Quality Assurance
AROBIL implies SCRUM-Agile within all of its turnkey projects. At the very first planning stage, we analyze and
determine functionality and acceptance criterion from users to complete the project nearly flawless. We aim at the
latest testing techniques through reducing uncertainty, early detection, help to refactor and safe code expansion.
Some of other services and solutions provided by Arobil Limited are listed below:
Online Portals
Website Design and Development
PHP Development
Microsoft .Net
E-Commerce solutions
CMS (Content Management System)

Bangladesh’s Digital Entertainment Portal technology
Arobil also developed jointly & going to introduce Bangladesh’s premium cross platform digital entertainment
store, offering full length music tracks, videos, streaming facilities, mobile content and applications across various
categories for digital downloads. Accessible from a PC & Mobile, users can enjoy all this content anytime,
anywhere. There’s a dedicated & customized music app for the song lovers and also helps to provide the fine and
HD quality music for music lovers.

It’s all about Device
Arobil also works with some of the renowned device manufacturers in the world, currently developing Apps for
famous manufacturers across Mobile and Tablets.

User-friendliness User Interface (UI)
Arobil provides products that are uncomplicated and easy to use, so that customers can reap the full benefits of
the application without any trouble.
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